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Here at siding mounts
Over here at Siding Mounts we know what quality means to a
home. When we design our products, we design them with you,
the homeowner, in mind. We know the cladding on a home is a
defining feature of aesthetics. They need to look amazing and
do their job properly, which is protecting your home against
the elements. Many homeowners have discovered too late that
mold or insects can be disastrous to the structural integrity
of your home. Our guarantee at Siding Mounts is our products
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are made from high-quality materials and will always perform
their intended function. But not only that! They will also
look remarkably good and stylish for all your neighbours to
see.

Product description

The 5001 Split Recessed Plug Water Plate (SRPW) is ideal for
water pipe applications. It has a split face application for
existing pipe penetrations. When you are looking for cladding
for your home you will likely ask yourself, where can I get
high quality products that function how they are intended to
and look amazing on my house? Well, look no further! We got
you with the 5001 Split Recessed Plug Water Plate (SRPW). This
three part electrical plug/water pipe mold will make for a
lovely addition to your home. The split face application makes
for  an  easy  installation  for  already  existing  pipe
penetrations, and it is remarkably easy to use with water pipe
applications.

Details

This three part electrical plug/water pipe mold comes pre-
trimmed to 5/8”, 3/4″, 1” and 1.5”, meaning you are certain to
find  the  right  size  for  your  recessed  plug  water  pipe
cladding. This is a type of cladding that functions properly
and  looks  amazing  on  your  home.  It  comes  in  two  colour
choices: Black or white. These two contrasting colours will
ensure you will find the right look for your home. The black
is a great contrast for homes painted lighter colours and the
white is a great contrast for homes painted darker colours.


